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	Textfeld 5: Comparing the Technical Efficiency of Hospitals in Italy and Germany: Nonparametric Conditional Approach
	Textfeld 6: Growing concern to control expanding health care costs without compromising on the quality of treatment has attracted substantial research attention in the recent decades to the estimation of hospital efficiency. While most studies of hospital efficiency focus on within-country analyses, the comparisons of hospital efficiency across countries with different Diagnosis Related Groups (DRG) systems have seldom been endeavored due to differences in patient and treatment classifications. 
	Textfeld 7: We demonstrate how to overcome the lack of output data comparability and conduct an international analysis of hospital technical efficiency. We also highlight the advantages of the conditional partial efficiency approach over the conventional nonparametric efficiency analysis and show its practical application to the hospital sector.  
	Textfeld 8: We perform the partial frontier analysis of order-m proposed by Cazals et al. (2002) and Daraio and Simar (2005) to produce efficiency estimates robust to outliers and extreme values. Moreover, using conditional efficiency measures we take into account the external factors that may affect the production process. We are thus able to rank hospitals according to their managerial efficiency, even when facing heterogeneous operational environments. Using a fully nonparametric approach, which avoids the limitations of the conventional two-stage analysis, we examine further the direction and significance of the influence of external factors on efficiency. 
	Textfeld 9: In order to examine regional variation in hospital efficiency, we aggregated the conditional efficiency of Italian and German hospitals at the level of OECD macro-regions and compared the median results. In Germany, the states in Southern Germany (except Saarland) seem to perform worse in terms of technical efficiency then the states in Northern Germany (except Berlin). In Italy, the most efficient states are Liguria, Aosta Valley, Veneto, and Emilia-Romagna in the North and Apulia, and Campania in the South. The results of our application show that hospitals in Germany are on average more efficient than hospitals in Italy, and that hospital characteristics, in particular bedsize category, ownership status, and specialization, have a statistically significant effect at 5% level on the hospital efficiency. 
	Textfeld 10: Thus, one potential reason for Italian hospitals showing lower efficiency could lie in the fact that they do not achieve the optimal scale of production. More than a half of Italian hospitals in our sample (55%) have fewer than or equal to 150 beds, whereas in the German sample only 31% of hospitals are that small. Additionally, privatization could be another way to enhance the efficiency of Italian hospital sector. Currently, 72% of hospital beds in the Italian sample are in the public ownership, whereas in the German dataset these are only 46%. Privatization could help the regions reduce the budget deficits and could put in place better incentive systems in order to encourage efficient performance.  Finally, hospitals could increase efficiency by taking advantage of economies of scope though sharing major technology, administration, or medical expertise across the departments. There remain some unexplained cross-country differences in the efficiency performance and further research should attempt to explain the role of institutions by using a larger country sample. 
	Textfeld 20: Cazals, C., Florens, J.-P., Simar, L., 2002. Nonparametric frontier estimation: a robust approach. Journal of econometrics 106, 1-25.Daraio, C., Simar, L., 2005. Introducing environmental variables in nonparametric frontier models: a probabilistic approach. Journal of Productivity Analysis 24, 93-121.


